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Eights

James R. Corcoran, Jr.

Fusion crashes
## Triple Bucks
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Stretch your arms

## Apache
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Groove Burger
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A Liver Milkshake
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Short Timing

James R. Corcoran, Jr.
Triplet Stick Control

Check Pattern

Pattern 1 (Mills)

Pattern 2 (Pudadas)

Pattern 3 (Shuffle)

Pattern 4 (Double Strokes)

Pattern 5 (Triple Strokes)

Pattern 6 (Six-Stroke Rolls)

Pattern 7 (Paradiddlediddles)

Various (crash, zing, tap, etc.)
Single Me Out
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Irish Spring

James R. Corcoran, Jr.
9's & 17's
Second Double

James R. Corcoran, Jr.

- SD
- TN
- BD
- Cy

Flam Taps

- SD
- TN
- BD
- Cy
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Single, Double, Triple
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Single, Double, Triple Too
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7/8 Paradiddles

Combo Grid
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Combo Grid 2
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Accents
> > > >

Rolls

C.P.
> > > >

Accents

BD

Cy

SD

TN

R L R L
R L R L
R L L R L R
R L L R L R

Hi-hat
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Three-Strokes
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2/4 Roll Timing
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I Love O'ahu

by Jimmy Corcoran
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Triplet Roll Development
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